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History
The Malongo business started out as a small roasting house in a district of Nice 
in the 1930s, and has remained attached to its roots of good traditional coffee 
with great odour in a friendly atmosphere. MALONGO is currently a dynamic and 
atypical SME, and is recognised by professionals and individuals alike for the 
quality of its coffees and the strength of its ethical commitments.

Quality coffees
MALONGO imports its coffee beans from the best plantations around the world, 
grown according to traditional farming methods. The brand is omnipresent 
throughout the production process, from the plantations to the cups on the tables of 
consumers

Traditional Roasting
All MALONGO coffees are roasted using the best possible method: «Using 
traditional techniques over 20 minutes». Thanks to the guidance of an expert 
roaster, this method brings out the true finesse of the aromas of the greatest 
Arabica coffees. The beans are then air cooled, and never titrate more than 2% 
humidity.

MALONGO
Coffee roaster since 1934…
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Training
Thanks to its in-depth knowledge of coffee acquired since 1934, the MALONGO 
training centre is able to ensure that company personnel maintain their excellent 
standards. Its three training centres can pass on the noble knowledge of coffee to 
both amateurs and professionals. The training centre also organises sessions for 
the National education authority and vocational high schools, and organises the 
highly reputed Young Coffee Professional Contest. Coffee-grower teaching modules 
are organised in producing countries.

Barista workshop by Malongo
MALONGO invites its customers to come along for a splendid trip to the heart of 
the producing countries at its "Quality French coffee shops", via three spaces: 
The Boutique workshop (to purchase coffees, teas, machines, culinary arts, etc.), 
the Roasting workshop (with green coffee roasted on request, a great show with 
a fantastic aroma!) and the Barista workshop, to taste homemade specialities 
prepared by MALONGO's expert baristas right on the spot. The coffee shop trend 
in its most responsible & French form! Three boutiques in France… and in several 
large capital cities around the world soon.

Fair trade
MALONGO was the first and is the oldest French firm to use the Max-Havelaar fair 
trade label. The brand purchased 30 different origins of green coffee under fair 
trade conditions in 2017, representing 4724 tons, i.e. 58.1% of its imports. MALONGO 
fights to advertise and improve fair trade, and invests in the certification of new 
cooperatives.

Organic farming
More than half of Malongo coffees and 100% of MALONGO teas hold organic 
«AB» certification, applying strict specifications guaranteeing that the product 
was produced without fertilisers or pesticides, among other aspects. MALONGO 
is organising several training initiatives to promote organic farming and leads 
agronomic research projects in order to improve productivity while reducing the 
impact of agriculture on the environment.

Sustainable development, innovation
Renewable energies, waste sorting and re-use, eco-design, responsible packaging, 
natural paper pods, coffee machine recycling, personnel and supplier awareness: 
MALONGO has laid down strict guidelines for sustainable development. The new 
EK’OH espresso machine is manufactured and assembled in France, has a low-
energy profile, is recyclable, and can be repaired infinitely

.

The choice & the quality A school of coffee
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BOX OF 16 PODS 
Organic and Fairtrade Coffee Range

Conventional Coffee Range

PACKAGING

Box of 16 Pods  Box of 20 Pods Box of 100 Pods   
   

LA TIERRA 
Coffee slowly and 
traditionally roasted 
with a deep, fine, 
and pleasantly 
fragrant flavour.
Product code: 113 189

PETITS 
PRODUCTEURS
L'OriginaL 
The complex flavours 
of one of the greatest 
coffees in the world, 
balanced and with a 
slightly bitter tone.

Product code: 113 230

MOKA D'ÉTHIOPIE 
Enjoy this typical 
noble coffee with 
its rich body and 
range of fruity 
aromas.

Product code: 113 193

GRANDE RÉSERVE
EsprEssO 
This blend of the 
best Arabica 
produces a 
remarkably 
balanced expresso. 
Enjoy those delicate 
roasted aromas.
Product code: 113 190

ITALIAN STYLE
The elegant aromas 
of this coffee invite 
you to enjoy a 
moment of pure 
dolce vita.

Product code: 113 251

GRANDE RÉSERVE
XXL 
A large cup coffee 
that combines 
mildness with 
remarkable 
finesse.

Product code: 113 360

BRÉSIL SUL DE 
MINAS 
The reference 
Brazilian coffee. 
Strong, smooth 
and long-lasting 
flavour. The 
expresso of 
connoisseurs.
Product code: 113 191

PURS MATINS
This mild, light coffee 
is ideal for breakfast. 
Its style allows it 
to be mixed quite 
happily with milk.
Product code: 113 550

DÉCA AQUA
Coffee offering a 
wonderful aroma 
and the flavour of a 
real espresso with no 
caffeine or solvent. 

Product code: 113 275

COLOMBIE IGP*

*prOtEctiOn Of gEOgraphicaL 
indicatiOns

The soft, but long-
lasting flavour of this 
palate-pleasing coffee 
comes from the high 
plateaus of Columbia. 
Enjoy its fruity aromas. 
Product code: 113 192

Organic products. Certified by 
Ecocert France FR-BIO-01

Coffee: traded in compliance 
with Fairtrade Standards, total 
100%

PRE-DOSED RANGE
Pre-dosage system 1,2,3 Spresso®

A perfectly designed container for better tasting contents. Malongo’s pods are made from 
natural, chlorine-free filter paper that does not affect the coffee’s flavour.

EASY TO USE •

CLEANLINESS •

EASY SERVICING •

GUARANTEED FRESHNESS •

SYSTEMATIC IDEAL DOSIN •

TRADITIONAL ROASTING •

• OUR COFFEE RANGE WILL RIVAL   
YOUR WINE MENU

• A RANGE OF MACHINES TO MATCH ANY 
AND EVERY REQUIREMENT

• SELECTION OF FAIR TRADE AND ORGANIC 
COFFEES

• THE MALONGO GUARANTEE: QUALITY 
CONTROL FROM PLANTATIONS TO CUPS

THE MOST PRATICAL CONCEPT POSSIBLE because the pod contains exactly the right amount of coffee, quality and 
success are guaranteed every time. You have just to slip the pod into the machine. 

LAOS PLATEAU 
DES BOLOVENS
With its rich, 
slightly tangy body, 
this coffee reveals 
superb fruit notes.

Product code: 113 206

CUBA SANTIAGO
An exceptional 
blend, strong, long-
lasting and slightly 
tangy, it reveals 
fine cocoa, caramel 
tobacco plant and 
grape notes.
Product code: 113 207
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BOX OF 20 COFFEE PODS

BOX OF 100 PODS

BLUE MOUNTAIN 
DE LA JAMAÏQUE
This is the most prestigious and 
rarest of all Arabicas with a 
truly exceptional rich taste it is a 
perfectly balanced coffee and a 
superb unique aroma.
Product code: 110 500

LES SERIES PRIVÉES
For you, Malongo has chosen 
the finest vintages of Arabica 
and invites you to discover them 
through its private series. A 
selection of prestigious and rare 
coffees... to be tasted year round.
Product code: 110 509

GRANDE 
RÉSERVE 
Product code: 110 194

GRANDE 
RÉSERVE 
LARGE CUP
Product code: 110 330

BOX OF 12 TEA PODS 
Organic and/or Fairtrade Teas and Infusions Range

DARJEELING TEA PGI*

*prOtEctiOn Of gEOgraphicaL 
indicatiOn

Its amber infusion, 
with floral aromas 
and very mild notes, 
is enriched with 
flavours particular to 
each season.
Product code: 110 606

LINDEN 
An infusion with 
the subtle aroma, 
pleasant to the 
taste, with a slight 
astringency.

Product code: 110 609

CAMOMILLE
Its mild, floral 
taste is rounded 
off with a 
wonderful long 
finish.

Product code : 110  610

GREEN TEA
This green tea 
offers a refreshing 
infusion welcome 
at any time of day, 
particularly after 
meals. 

Product code: 110  607

VERBENA 
The plants are 
harvested just 
before they flower. 
A delicate infusion 
with refreshing 
notes. 

Product code: 110  608

Organic products. Certified by 
Ecocert France FR-BIO-01

Products: traded in compliance 
with Fairtrade Standards, total 
100%

RISTRETTO KIT DA 
100 Ristretto ground coffee pods, 100 Malongo plastic 
cups, 64 Malongo sugar sachets and 75 plastic stirrers.
Product code: 110 220

PETITS PRODUCTEURS
Product code: 110 213

RISTRETTO
A strong and full-bodied coffee 
with subtlety of an Arabica and 
he body of a Robusta.
Product code: 110 210

OH MATIC

∙  GRACEFUL AND COMPACT, THIS MACHINE 
    MAKES PROFESSIONAL QUALITY EXPRESSOS
∙ Pre-dosage system, 1, 2, 3 Spresso®

∙ Design adapted for home use 
∙  Intuitive use and easy maintenance
∙  Automatic used pod ejection
∙  Available in 3 colors: Black, Silver, Ice Pearl

EK'OH
             MADE IN FRANCE
∙ Pre-dosage system, 1, 2, 3 Spresso®

∙  21 bar of pressure
∙  Recyclable 
∙ Low energy
∙  Available in 8 colors

OH DISCO
∙ Pre-dosage system, 1, 2, 3 Spresso®

∙  Expresso or Americano: easy to programme, choose 
    the quantity of coffee- by pressing the button provided.
∙  One pod, 16 bars’ pressure, a real expresso
∙  Anti-scaling filter adapter. The water filter memo 

automatically reminds you when to change the cartridge.

CUP HOLDER
∙ Tailored for the Oh Disco machine
∙  Easy to dismantle (for easy cleaning)

NEOH
∙ A BIT OF AUTOMATION FOR MORE FREEDOM
∙ Pre-dosage system, 1, 2, 3 Spresso®

∙ Compact
∙ Ergonomic handle, simplified use, improved handling
∙ 16 bar of pressure
∙ A vailable in 3 colors: Black, Silver, Ice Pearl

BVCert. 6069363
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GROUND COFFEE RANGE
The Choice & the quality

Selected from the very best beans, this coffee is produced using traditional methods and 
vacuum packed to ensure the full aroma retention.

TINS 250g
Organic and Fairtrade Range

Conventional Coffee Range

LA TIERRA 
Coffee slowly and 
traditionally roasted 
with a deep, fine, 
and pleasantly 
fragrant flavour..

Product code: 001 550

PETITS 
PRODUCTEURS
thE OriginaL  
Balanced coffee 
with a slightly 
bitter tone.

Product code: 001 544

GOÛT ITALIEN  
Discover the deep 
and warm taste, 
not to mention the 
uncomparable aroma, 
of an authentic Italian 
expresso.
Product code: 001 520

PURS MATINS
A perfect gentleness 
for long coffees, with 
sufficient lightness 
to combine perfectly 
with milk.

Product code: 001 505

ITALIAN STYLE
The elegant aromas 
of this coffee invite 
you to enjoy a 
moment of pure 
dolce vita. 
Product code: 001 506

DÉCA AQUA
Coffee offering a 
wonderful aroma 
and the flavour of a 
real espresso with no 
caffeine or solvent.

Product code: 001 531

PETITS 
PRODUCTEURS
thE intEnsE

Strong long-
lasting coffee with 
subtle dried fruit 
undertones.
Product code: 001 548

L'EXPRESS
Rare, smooth and 
creamy coffee with 
its deep aroma and 
authentic flavour.

Code Article : 001 510

Organic products. Certified by Ecocert France 
FR-BIO-01

Coffee: traded in compliance with Fairtrade Standards, 
total 100%

Special Series Range

Prémium

Terroirs

Methodes Serie 

SUPRÊMO 
D'ARABICA 
A prestigious 
Arabica, fine, 
perfumed, slightly 
fruity and long-
lasting flavour.

Product code: 001 540

RWANDA
BrEwing

Mellow and 
pleasantly bitter 
coffee, with its 
delicate hazelnut 
and raisin 
undertones.

Product code 007 958

CUBA SANTIAGO
Café torréfié à 
l'ancienne, corsé, 
long en bouche, 
finement acidulé aux 
notes de fruits secs.

Product Code: 007 951

CARAT
This round-bodied 
coffee with its 
balanced flavour and 
aromas will delight 
the most demanding 
gourmets thanks to its 
fine complexity and 
delicate fruity tones.
Product code: 001 560

SAINT DOMINGUE -  COFFEE BY WOMEN
Produced by the female coffee growers operating as 
part of the Dominican association, ADOMUCA. This 
strong and aromatic coffee offers some spellbinding 
cherry and leather undertones and is an ideal 
accompaniment for dried-fruit based desserts.

Product Code: 007 965

BURUNDI
frEnch prEss

A tick, mellow, full 
bodies coffee: ideal 
for balancing its 
bitter, strong touch, 
while revealing its 
splendid red berry 
undertones.
Product code: 007 959

CONGO
Exceptional Arabica 
coffee from selected 
varieties of coffee 
trees (Blue Mountain 
and Bourbon) 
cultivated on the shore 
of lake Kivu.
Product code: 007 937

PERU
EsprEssO

Fine, delicate, 
slightly bitter coffee, 
with its undertones 
of raisins, red 
berries and 
almonds, leaving a 
great aftertaste.
Product code: 007 957

SAO TOMÉ
The CECAFEB 
cooperative grows 
this high-quality, 
smooth and full 
bodied coffee.

Product code: 007 939

LAOS
This full-bodied 
coffee with its 
lingering taste 
has a rich smooth 
chocolaty flavour.

Product code: 007 936
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BEANS COFFEE RANGE
PACKS 250G

PACKS 500G

"Pures Origines" Coffee Range

BLUE MOUNTAIN
DE LA JAMAÏQUE 
The most prestigious 
and most rare of 
the world’s coffees.
An extremely 
subtle Arabica, 
superbly flavoured, 
exceptional.

Product code: 004 006

LA GRANDE 
RÉSERVE 
A superb cup of 
extremely fine 
Arabicas with an 
aromatic, smooth 
and mild flavour.

Product code: 004 000

MARAGOGYPE 
"Magnificent giant 
beans". A powerfully 
flavoured, rich 
and dense coffee 
is extracted from 
these bluish, almost 
shiny beans.
Product code: 004 062

COLOMBIE PGI*

*prOtEctiOn Of gEOgraphicaL 
indicatiOns 
The King of the Mild 
Coffees. A mellow 
Arabica with a refined 
taste. Aromatic, fruity 
and light-bodied.
Product code: 004 002

DOLCE 
Decaffeinated by 
a pure, naturally 
water process, this 
coffee contains 
all the flavour and 
rich aroma of a 
"Pure Origin" coffee, 
without the caffeine.
Product code: 004 007

PUR PAPOUASIE
New Guinea. A 
vintage Arabica with 
a fragrant aroma. 
Finely structured, 
a true marvel of 
balance.

Product code: 004 005

BRÉSIL SUL DE 
MINAS
The best Brazilian. 
An Arabica with a 
powerful fragance 
and a mild 
lingering taste.

Product code: 004 001

GUADELOUPE
BONIFIEUR
One of the finest 
varieties of the world. 
It is very rare and 
available exclusively 
from Malongo. It has a 
very slightly acid taste.
Product code: 004 061

MOKA D'ÉTHIOPIE
"Noblesse oblige". 
Recognised as 
one of the best 
Arabicas. Its aroma 
is mild, wild and 
fragrand.

Product code: 004 004

PUR KENYA
"The best African 
Arabica". A great 
delicacy with an 
acidulous flavour for 
this very high quality 
Arabica.
Product code: 004 003

GOÛT ITALIEN 
Expresso, smooth 
and creamy 
expresso, combined 
with the strength and 
finesse of a quality 
Arabica.

Product code: 001 400

PETITS 
PRODUCTEURS
This coffee offers a 
nice touch of acidity, 
a fine bitterness and 
a pleasant taste. 
There are hints of 
leather and wood.
Product code: 007 248

LA TIERRA
Coffee slowly 
and traditionally 
roasted with 
a deep, fine, 
and pleasantly 
fragrant flavour.

Product code: 001 402

CACHET D'OR
Cachet d'Or 
standsout thanks 
to its splendid floral 
understones and 
slightly bitter flavour 
with the citric and 
fruity touches.
Product code: 007 247

DÉCA AQUA
Coffee offering a 
wonderful aroma 
and the flavour of 
a real espresso 
with no caffeine or 
solvent.

Product code: 001 401

ITALIAN STYLE
A pure dolce vita 
moment… try it 
strong just like 
they drink it in 
Rome!

Product code: 007 249

Organic products. Certified by 
Ecocert France FR-BIO-01

Coffee: traded in compliance 
with Fairtrade Standards, total 
100%

CUBA SANTIAGO
An exceptional blend, 
strong, long-lasting 
and slightly tangy, it 
reveals fine cocoa, 
caramel tobacco 
plant and grape 
notes. 
Product code: 007 241
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COMPLEMENTARY RANGE
CAPS

PADS

PETITS 
PRODUCTEURS 
This Arabica from Central America 
has a fruity savour and intense aroma. 
An expresso with a smooth rich 
cream that combines the strength and 
delicacy of a great coffee.
Product code: 110 900

ITALIAN STYLE
The elegant aromas of this coffee 
invite you to enjoy a moment 
of pure dolce vita. A powerful, 
classically elegant blend, brewed. 
Make to be enjoyed short and 
strong like in Rome!
Product code: 110 901

Compatible with Nespresso®*coffee machines.
*Brand of a company not related to CMC Malongo.

PETITS 
PRODUCTEURS  
This Arabica from Central America 
has a fruity savour and intense 
aroma. An expresso with a smooth 
rich cream that combines the 
strength and delicacy of a great 
coffee.
Product code: 110 591

ITALIAN STYLE
The elegant aromas of this coffee 
invite you to enjoy a moment 
of pure dolce vita. A powerful, 
classically elegant blend, brewed. 
Make to be enjoyed short and 
strong like in Rome!

Product code: 110 594

LA TIERRA
Consistently pleasant 
and tasty coffee with its 
rich flavours enhanced. 
Exceptional crop that respects 
the land and the men who 
cultivate it. 

Product code: 110 592

Compatible with Senseo®*coffee machines.
*Brand of a company not related to CMC Malongo.

Organic products. Certified by 
Ecocert France FR-BIO-01

Coffee: traded in compliance 
with Fairtrade Standards, total 
100%

ROMBOUTS COFFEE RANGE
PACKS 250G

CUP FILTER

One Cup Filters are so quick and easy to use: you don't need any coffee making equipment, 
just boiling water. Each One Cup Filter gives you an individual serving of freshly made pure 
ground coffee.

PADS

DECA AQUA
Gourmet decaffeinated coffee 
offering a wonderful aroma and 
the flavour of a real espresso with 
no caffeine or solvent.

Product code: 110 905

TRADITION 1896

It’s delicate and 
rich aroma makes 
every cup a 
special moment to 
remember.

Product code: 008 093

ORIGINAL
Medium roast with 
an unmistakable 
full-bodied flavour 
and rich aroma.

Product code: 008 094

DÉCA AQUA
Coffee offering a 
wonderful aroma 
and the flavour of 
a real espresso 
with no caffeine or 
solvent.

Product code: 008 095

ITALIAN STYLE
Deliciously rich, smooth chocolately, 
full-bodied roasted coffee.
Ideal for serving at the end of a 
delicious dinner.

Product code: 109 920

DÉCAFÉINÉ
Fully balanced coffee with a medium 
body and a rich aroma.
Suitable for any time of the day or 
night.

Product code: 109 924

COLOMBIAN
Medium roasted coffee.
Rich, full-bodied and perfectly 
balanced.

Product code: 109 922

CACHET D'OR
Ligth blend with a subtle taste. 
Suitable for any time of the day.

Product code: 109 921

ORIGINAL
A marriage of the finest blends from 
around the world.
A fully balanced coffee with a medium 
body and a rich aroma. Suitable for 
any time of the day.
Product code: 109 923

CACHET D'OR
Cachet d'Or standsout thanks to its 
splendid floral understones and slightly 
bitter flavour with the citric and fruity 
touches.

Product code: 110 586
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